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Introduction 

As our nation enters its third century, prophecy is fashion-

able. :The literature abounds with views on what the future has.. 

in store for us. Some prophets look for cáu§e-effect type relation-• 

ships and, when found*, these relationships serve as the'basis for 

/statements about,the future.  Some predictions are based on man 

generated cyclical patterns, such as those related to the multiplier 

effect and acceleration principle which economists have perfected.

Others have deveioped+refined mathematical models to give'the air -

of precisemess to,their predictions. The study of historical 

trends .in search of,a basis for prediction has, occupied many 

scholars.  Some analyze the present and hypothesize about itsv 

' impact on the future. Some prophets crédit psychic phenomena. 

Others are inluenced by theology. Certainly, the art of prophecy

is ancient as is seen in the Bible and,the writings of Confucious. 

In this discussion, the pas.t, present economic and social 

problems and cause-effect relationships Will guide mrcomments.'

We will turn a little to history in an effort to look for trends 

and indications of the magnitude of change that might be-reasonable 

tó expect and the character of events that could be ahead of us. 

We will speculate about the donsequences of some of the current' 

issues and concerns .n terms of implicatioris for research priorities

for community and junior colleges in th -years ahead:



A Brief Look at the Past

During the last century, we saw the forces of changé+ produce • 

a range of discoveries affecting mankind and nations in ways that

only a few people a century ago would have dared imagine. In 

the last 50 years, .we have witnessed applications of knowledge 

producing nuclear power, computer technology, agricultural chemicals,

control over birth, the polio vaccine, and television technology--

all having profound impact on our way of life. 

To appreciate the extent of change that Can occur in a century,

we shoule recall that a hundred years ago, we were developing one

,room schools within walking distance of home. . As far as higher 

education went, we had a few libéral arts colleges, largely church 

supported, and a few land grant colleges with an agricultural

emphasis. 

Since then, educätion went through many changes. Although it . 

is difficult to perform something as awesome as a nuclear reaction 

in the méthodologies of teaching and learning, educators have made

headway in this direction.. We have developed competency based 

instruction, and we use behavioral objectives to guide our teaching.

Auto-tutorial technology and computer assisted instruction have 

had success. Computerized       guidance has been big enough for IBM ' . 

to buy the program ánd to market it nationally. Educational 

television has ade it possible for the home to 'be ea learning 

center. Cooperative education gives students practical experiences 

in work settings and in volueteer service. 

Perhaps the most significant development in'higher education 

that is truely an American innovation is the comprehensive two-

year associate degree granting community college. The public
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junior colleges underwent internal redesign in the last 15

,years:. Manytransformed themselves from liberal arts institutions

into administratively.flexible institutions     offering a comprehensive

array of services that stray considerably fromthe lock-step

curricula of traditional educational institutions. The strong tie 

to community interests andeavy'dependence in most cases on local 

financing requires them tó be hi4hly responsive to social, economic , .' 

and political institutions and to assume leadership roles in

strengtheningcommunity life: 

The most astounding feature of the community college is that

it evolved from catalytic forces in communities and not as a 

result of a community college  act passed by Congress. The fact 

that community colleges have hadto struggle.to get a share of 

the Federal education pie hasgiven them that energy and vitality 

that comes fromgrowing up as a poor cousin. 

The categorical set aside for community colleges has been an effective tool in the

Federal grantarena, butthe quest for.parity--

equality of access to Federal resources--continues.. It shbuld be 

noted how little Federal money is available for community college 

research. 

Simultaneous .with' the emergence of the communitycollege as 

.an institution,' a hybrid. strain" of education which had been evolving;

for decades, gained impetus and became as marketable as the Model

T Ford was when it became known. Just ah pradtical as the Ford 

answer to transportation, vocational education and training, 

or as post secondary students prefer to call it "occupational 

education," has become increasingly an attractive option in

American education., Fqr other than high school students, 
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community colleges and technical institutes became the primary

delivery vehicle for this popular option in most states. Today,

by conservative estimates, occupationally oriented education 

accounts-for 50 to 60 percentof the almost four million persons 

enrolled in community colleges, junior colleges, and technical institutes.

This percentageis increasing annually   and may be

expected to continue to grow in the next decade in view of the

interest in occupational preparation generated by the career

edpcation movement.

As we look at the developments of the past, we find the in-

sights ,to serve as the basis to guide our speculation about the

future..' It is apparent that many current, trends will.continue 

and it is certain that new far-reaching forces will affect educa-

the years ahead.tion in

"Without doubt, major demands will be placed on community and 

junior'colleges in Century Three. On the basis of what, we know 

at this point in time, among these demands will. be: 

P 1. Serve a broad array of people, broader than today and •
with more attention to specific riéeds. 

2. Justify the basis for, existence of the community college
as a comprehensive, community-based institution, 
 including the efficacy of programs and services offered. 

3. Develop new organizational arrangements for providing 
community benefit.

On the surface there appears to be nothing in these demands

as challenging asr bring peace to the world, or eliminate starva-

tion and disease, or develop the resources ofathe planets, or 

find new galaxies in the universe. pr find a substitute for 



petroleum. But the demands places on educational

will test whether the-title is deserved.:

Reaching Nb; Clients 

In looking at the first+ area---serving a broad array' of 

people, the market for community college services is far from'I. 

being fully developed. Currently, the average student age* ii 

about 35 in a number Of community, colleges. In ]ooking ahead, 

one point that can be made with a high degree of confidence id 

that the community college market will continue to shift to.older,

and older students and away.from ait identity with a given chronological

,age as the college age or with tbe'recent high school graduate. 

In the process, the college will need to develop an early warning 

system that will, permit an appropriate and timely response. 

In the decade ahead, community colleges must give top priority 

  to developing a better fix on the'varioua populations constituting

 their prospective clients. We will have to,be more sophisticated 

about the needs of the'numerous categories of learning disabilities, 

gradations of economic deprivation, and impact of sociological

considerations whether ethnic, sex," or age derived. The days of 

-looking at the 'interests of lÓth,-1lth and 12th graders to determine• 

what is expected to come out of the pipeline are disappearing.

The'strubture of needs is much more 'coíhplex..-A3most öne=fourth 

.of the high school students do not' complete high sFhool. . Therefore, 

an interface must be established with the oónglomeration-of adults.

in need -off community college services such as the poorly educated 

adult, the unemployed college graduate, the technologically displaced 

researchers



professional, and those forced out of productive roles by performance

 standards', retirement policies, and legislated requirements as-

sociated with environmental protection and occupational safety. 

The needs are varied and educational programs will necessarily. take 

new form. 

The entry-exit-reentry.pro¢ess will need tó be studied and 

improved to facilitate the-changing market.•. Emphasis must be 

placed on improving access to services by persons of post-

secondary age. To improve the quality of educational services.,' 

instruction must become more and more individualized and packaged 

to fitithe needs and availability of students and not the con--,. 

veniehce of the faculty or the institution. • 

Credit for life experience will be a common practice in the 

not too distant future,•'in my-opinion. ‘Equivalency measures may-

be expected to become quite intricate to encompass the galaxy

of external learning that goes on in the normal process of.work, 

..community service, and life generally. 

Linkages with the plate of work, in particular, better communi-

cation with personnel managers of corporations, with officials of

labor unions, and with other',principals in the labor market) will 

become more and more pronounced becausg of the growing expecta-

tion that educà'tionshould be related to the world of work and that

'education should lead .to a contributing role in the economic arena. 

The career education focus is more than a momentary fad. It is 

highly .probable that the'education irk theme will aècelerate in the 

years ahead. Through such linkages, the imperfections iar fore-

casting demand in local labor markets will tend to be,reduced, 



the transition of persons from education to work will be enhanced,

the 'retaining and upgrading of the workforpe will be refined, 

and community resourced will be more effectively utilized. c 

Justification of Compréhensive, ComfiunitY.'$ased Character 

In the years ahead, community colleges will be underpréssure 

to justify their existence as comprehensive, community-based

institutions,. including, the efficacy, of the programs and, services, 

offered. In the past decades, especially in the 1950's and 60's, 

educators had a free hand in the operation of•their institutions 

' Uncontrolled expansion was the rule. Community colleges benefitted

from, this mood. • 

The'future will require much more preciseness in measuring 

the'need for and- impact of.comp~~rehensive educational services 

than has been the case in.the past. The public will want to know 

:'•the benefit being derived. Cost benefit ratios. Will need to be

refined. Chief executive' officers must'be prepared to justify 

'the budget in terms of increments of"outcome derived from increments 

of expenditure: 

Community leaders will require us to be explicit about the 

impact. of what we dó on individuals, social problems, community 

vitality, and on the productivity of local employers anj the 

economy generally. We will need to show thd impact of our services . 

on the,student in terms of adequacy of preparations for a productive 

role 4n the cómmunity, ability to retain a jab, 'and ability, 

to advance. 



In the past, it has been appropriate to telk of enrollments 

as ,the indicator of success in serving community needs. How often 

have you heard'a gresident boast of an increise in enrollments 

without mùch information on thecomposition of that increase

oil other details? Only a few institutions maintain longitudinal 

data systems. Contrary to past practices, the future will require

a president to discuss intelligently characteristics of those enroll- 

ments, retention of clients, what is happening to the students

after they exit, and who•returns for additional services,, mong

'other aspects of the clients being served. Such information in 

sufficient detail and properly analyzed is a fundamental tool 

in the budgetary process, in forward• planning, and in answering' 

questions Of the boardof trustees and local and national politicians 

and community interest groups, as well as in çollective bargaining 

with teachers uniofls. 

Although the associate degree is a key descriptor of commúnity 

and junior colleges, only a few studies deal with the matter of its 

acceptance by employers as a measure of educational attainment,

,the earning power of associate degree graduates'rela.tive•to 

baccalaureate degree graduates, and the convertibility-of as-

sociate degree credits to other degrees. Unless such information 

is developed, the cnédibility of the associate degree will 'continue' 

to be challenged. We)need some longitudinal studies on these' 

matters. 

' As we look at curriculum needs, the ressarch_director will 

have a strategic role t$ play in building-the case for starting 

'up new programs or redesigning existing ones. Many factors will' ,• 

-affect pur curricula. 



Some of the factors that we must observe closely and interpret

for the demands that"they will represent include: 

l.' Sociological factors such as changes in the role of the
family, growth of urban institutions, and increased mobility 
Of persons will need to'be assessed for training and eduda-
t'fon.implications. Fróm such develópments, new occupations 
will emerge. 

2. Population tends in our commnities will have profound • 
impact an decisions. Such dimension$ of'population trends 
as changes in.. the median age, life expectancy, birth• rates, 
and in population density centers. must be studied and 
Interpreted'. 

3. Contemporary problems associated with waste disposal
contamination of the atmosphere and other environmentally

'based concerns maybe expected to become aggravated. 
As regulatory agencies are createa'and expanded and 
control measures are developed, technical and ,science 
education programs will necessarily require modifidatioh. 
Based'on prior experience, it is not likely tijiat a surge 
of hew occupations will ,take• place.. Existing occupations 
will.absorb many. of the environmental contrór functions. 

4. Major shifts may be expected to occur•in'our economy due 
fa the growing awareness,of energy shortages.' The search'.
for•a1ternative sources of energy will activate dormant 

' technologies and lead to new technologiès, which will 
, place demands on curricula that influence public opinion 
and develgp technical personnel. .For instance,energy-
"using technologies Will be deemphaasized and labor-using 
technologies will be emphasized. Labor-using techniques. 
will return in selected industries, such as construction, 
not only conserving energç but also reducing the level 

-ài of unemployment which plagued our nation today.

5. Extraordinary ventures will take place in the decades ,-
ahead, -which educators must-be prepared to assess for 
educational purposes. For instance, space  discoveries 
Max be expected to produce extensive explorations leading 

.to resource extraction from. other planets; interplanetary 
industrial development, and new technologies. for economic

activity in low gravity environments and other non-Earth 
environments. 'Further, deep penetration of the Earth 
and other planets for geological .knowledge, expanded 
.utilization of the oceans and the Earth's atmosphere will 
occupy scientists and will'place technological demands 
on our industriaZ -enterprises,, which in turn will activate
programmatic changes in our educational institutions: 



6.. National efforts will be intensified to reverse the
decline in the productivity of our manufacturing, 
transportation, and distribution" systems and in the, 
delivery of professional seririces. As a result, we 
should'expect to see new forms of interface of the .-
consumer with outlets of services and goods. It 
should be noted that in tfié last 1141f century the 
consumer became farther and farther. away from the 
farmer, physicians quit making housecalls, and shopping 
centers with self-service shopping have developed.
There is no reason to believe, in my opinion, that we ' 
will not see more changes in these systems hopefully 
increasing the productivity of the systems. -Although 
professional organizations may be expected to 'resist 
use of paraprofession4ls and technicians, and restruc-
turing of the service delivery systems, there'is 
evidence that archaic and costly approaches are breaking 

.down. 

7. Local governments will'become•incréasingly diversi€ied' 
and tax payers will voice,demands.for efficiency in 
government. As a result,, a revamped approach to civil, 
dervice, public. employment practices, and.the training 
and retraining of personnel will be,required. The 
-dependence of local. governments upon community colleges • 
for a range of new services will cohtinue'to grow. 

By no meansis it suggested that the design of new durricula 

will neCessarilyle the•educator'.s response.to all of this. In -

fact, it may mean'that revisions will be the answer with components 

added on and new'options developed within existing'programs. In

other cases, the infusion of content. may be.al•1 that would be 

necessáry. 'In any case, the forces of change, as summarized' 

above, must Be tracked with precision by community college 

researchers. 

As important as developing a data base for new curricula -is 

developing a data base to guide phasing down or phasing out of . 

present' educational programs that produce low community benefit 

and in turn to guide the reallocation of faculty an resources to 

new ides. Education as a system has, in my opinion, lacked 
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adequate signaling mechanisms (management systems, if you wish) 

tb maximize the use of resources without depriving services. 

Researchers should monitor closely the following trends that 

will affect design of curricula: 

1. the need to recycle technical skills on an accelerated 
basis due to the knowledge explosion and structural
changes in the economy; 

'2. 'the synthesis of disciplines' as is evidenced by the 
demands for bio-medical, psycho-engineering, and,socio-
architectural technologies; 

the tendency td vertically stretch out the manpower
hierarchy producing discrete gradations of speciali- 
zation from the technical specialist to. the professional
generalist. 

Researchers will be expected to have at their áommand data pertaining 

to these trends. 

Additionally,. there is a growing emphasis!on job or -task -

analysis'as a basis for deve)oping,modules Of instruction in+• • 

curricula. Researbh offices in community colleges should be 

knowledgeable about these methodologies. The future will not 

permit us to build• or revise curricula on the basis" of subjec-

tive`judgments.of the.'cóntent of a curriculum. 

Ptructural Changes Are Imminent 

With emphasis on increasing the communjty benefit derived 

from vommunity colleges, the, structure of community colleges

mat be expected to change and new organizational forms fór• 

mobilizing resources and delivering that benefit will most likely" 

emerge in the future. These developments will come about through

.the formation of new. alliances. Already we find consortia 

https://tive`judgments.of


arrangements combining the capabilities of governmental agencies, 

• neighboring educational institutions, volunteer. organizations, 

and proprietary interests with those of the community college; 

Contractural arrangements  are being developed with these entities 

tb address community needs with collective strength., Arrangements

with neighboring educational institutions-are becoming. common 

practices.to serve unserved needs, reduce possibilities of 

duplication, enhance articulation, and avoid the need for construc-

tion of new facilities., 

Today, we can find new community college districts that 

 plan to, have no faculty and no campuses but are contracting with 

.several existing institutions (public., proprietary, liberal arts;

non-profit, vocational) to provide students with.a comprehensive 

array of services. Teachers wóú14 be`employed only if Services 

were nót available from existing•institutidne: 'In my opinion, 

these arrangements.will grów. Major problems associated with 

control of_ curriculum,. the rate at which services should be 

purchased, legal complexities, and edaluation'will require new, 

staffing patterns and will undoubtedly give new responsibilities 

to the researcher

Local master plans, in the future, will place more and more 

emphasis ón the.ütilization of the resources    of business and 

,industry andçommunity agencies as cost-saving and quality-

improvement measures. Rather than duplicate resources in the 

community, colleges will expand the practice  leasing produc-

, tion facilities 'for'instrutetional .use. during, off 'hdurs and 

purchasincj the time of tec)nically competent supervisory 
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personnel for services rehdered in teaching students refined 

competencies at the work site. Such arrangements will become an

integral part of the plans of community college districts

Comqpnity agencies will increasingly serve as learning stations., 

through which students provide services while receiving training. 

Someone in each college will need_to design a construct that wif 

synchronize the use of existing college resources with the 

resources of the work site, to provide data needed, to determine 

reasonable rates of compensation for these services, anctd to wprk 

out the intricacies of administrative control. These new 

arrangements will be with manufacturing firms,financial 

institutions, labor unions, private social service agencies, and

governmental agencies, among others, going beyond apprenticeship 

training and traditional cooperative education arrangements. 

As a result of these developments, work and community service 

will become inseparable from education. A new liberal arts will 

emerge, much less' esoteric than the classical liberal arts. 

Edation will be structured into the total life cycle with

educational services for older people, regardless of age, being 

as pertinent as for younger people, losing the réputation of being

a'stopping off place for people  who cannot be absorbed by society. 

In another.direction, more and more community collegès will 

be engaged in providing specialized.training under performance 

contracts. Process eváluatidn will become more intricate..' Cost 

schedules will need to be developed to enable the institution to

recover its direct and indirect costs. It is amazing how 

deficient sdme insfitutions are iris regard. Recently,; a



rather large community college reportedly did not know what its

overhead rate was and therefore was not including this item in

local performance contracts.

Moving on, we should not overlook the fact that a growing 

segment of our society views the educational system as being in 

serious difficulty and. thereby constituting one- Of our national 

problems no less in need of attention as the energy crisis or 

the environmental dilema. Will the delivery of formal educational 

services remain a virtural monopoly of public and non-profit

private educational institutions? Or will education be turned

over to proprietary interests guided by economic 'principles of the 

market place such as are found in.supply-demand analysis, price 

theory, and¡input-output theory. We are likelyi in any Opinion, to 

see proprietary interests and/or their concepts entering the 

picture increasingly in the decades ahead. Institutional research 

is already being turned over to extefnal or third parti' organi-

zations by some cost conscious presidents? 

In turning'to another thought; maya I suggest that the community 

college is not likely to be•a static_ concept retaining.its present 

-dimensions very long.Because of its success in assembling 

resources and iih responding to community needs, community leaders 

will turn to it frequently.. As a result, community college* 

dimension's will be broadened to,:the extent that the community. 

college will become a community resource agency. in this capacity, 

education and training will continue to be important functions,

but .community planning and development, iitdustriaq revitalization, 



and human l nd social services, among other professional and techni 

cal functions will be synthesized into the mission of the community

collegq. This.phenomenon will be.persistent particularly in 

suburban and rural communities where these functions are poorly 

performed or, go unperformed. The trend.will be most pronoúnced

in those cases where the community college is locally financed., 

.locally controlled; rèsponsive to community problems, and the 

— training and education programs are service-centered, as described 

above: Community colleges that will be unwilling, unprepared,•or 

incapable to respond will lose their favored positions in their 

communities. • 

. Summary 

The third century without doubt will produce new demands on

community colleges.-- The cumulative effect of the demands will be 

that the researcher will be called upon to stray quite a bit from-

What is knogh as institutional research into what might be called 

community research. The extension of the community college out 

into the community serving new clients under new kinds of 

arrangements and pèrfdrming new roles will require the 'research 

office to develop new skills and to táke on new assignments. 

Continued. success.of communitÿ colleges to a large degree will: 

be contingent upon their capacity to respond to changing. conditions 

and to demonstrate in measurable terms their effectiveness as 

community-institutions and the validity of their programs and

services.

To emphaáize the magnitude,:of change that'will face eduéation 

in the next one hundred'years, let, me share a final thought.. 

https://success.of


Given our communication.and engineering technologies, I would 

expect in bhe decades ahead that learning will be refined to. 

such a degree that we may find learning tecknology teameçi up

with engineering technology to create a learning-chamber elimin-

ating the traditional classroom approach. .Learning would be 

circuitized to such a degree  that upon signal the learning chamber 

would dump into the mind all the knowledge, strategies, and 

competencies needed for a given situation in a *ork setting or 

other environment. 

Will Century Three,give us this type of a leerning,chamber? 

The technological capability appears to be there, and I ftankly • 

anticipate that something as dramatic in charabter as a learning 

chamber wijl be'developed by a national educational research 

laboratory in a decade or two. 

- Perhaps, th'e concept of a 1Rarning••ohamber may be unrealistic,

and totally undesirable, but I am convinced that learning technology 

_will pe modified signif4cantly .isi the future and that the role of 

community. colleges end,educ'ators will change drastically. he 

community college researcher will continue to be among those 

persons shaping that future, in my gpinion. 
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